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Introduction 
 

QlikView’s unique, patented in-memory associative technology is the foundation of its next 

generation business intelligence platform.  

 

Qlikview application development, as recommended by Qliktech is to follow the 3 file approach 

viz.  

1. Extraction: It consists of data, which is pulled from the data sources & stored into 

Qlikview Data files (qvd’s).  

2. Data model: It contains the associative connectivity with proper naming, keys and 

relationships defined in order to get the consistent data. 

3. Application: This is the final application which consists of charts and \ or tables, and is 

the final deliverable product to the customer. 

Qlikview being an in-memory tool, it analyzes data by pulling it all in the primary memory, 

thereby it reduces the turnaround time of; locating the data in the secondary storage and 

getting it to the main memory, and later associating it with the existing data. This approach 

makes Qlikview different as well as efficient, provided we have enough memory for data to 

reside into it. 
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Traditional Reloading Approach 
 

 Once the Extraction layer and the Data model for the application are in place, the next 

step is to begin the development of Dashboards. (Charts/Tables) 

 To show the charts the data is needed which comes all the way from Source -> 

Extraction -> Data Model -> Application. 

 The data at source keeps on changing frequently, which needs a reload to maintain the 

data consistency. 

 The reloading has to be done in hierarchy as follows: 

1. Reload the extraction. 

2. Reload the Data Model. 

3. Reload the Application. 

 Traditionally all these files need to be located, then Opened -> Reload the file, -> Save 

the file and close it.  

 This has to be done for all three files, that too keeping in mind the sequence, which 

entirely is cumbersome task. 

 Other way, you may keep all files open in your memory, and reload the files, this gets a 

little simplified with respect to reducing the time required to search the file, but the 

two files (Extraction & Data model) always reside in your machines memory & occupies 

valuable space which results in downgrading the system performance as below: 

1. The system hangs at times because of insufficient memory, as there are too 

many rows than the available space. 

2. At times the system enters a deadlock mode. (Not Responding- Applications) 
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Enhanced Reloading Technique 
 

 With the Enhanced Reloading Technique, you will be able to reload all the 3 qvw files at 

one simple click. 

 At a click of a button the macro would do the following for you. 

 Locate and Open the Extraction qvw Reload it, save and Close it. 

 Locate and Open the Data Model qvw, Reload it, save and Close it 

 And Reload the application and save it. 

 This approach renders the user with more time to do some other work as well it reduces 

the load on the memory of the machine, as it only opens the required qvw’ s just to 

reload and closes it. 

 This approach results in freeing up the memory on an average of 55% with respect to the 

traditional approach, as well it’s more reliable and eases the life of a developer, by 

reducing the effort of locating the files, as well it saves the time required to manually do 

the reloading and saving of the files, so it enhances the overall efficiency of the system 

being used as well as the developer too. 
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Image 1.1 

Qlikview file with button to Reload the Extraction, Data Model and the Application. 
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Macro code for Enhanced Reloading: 

 

 

Please find the code in the below text file for your help. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enhanced Reloading Macro.txt
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Embed the code in your application and link it to the button in your application as below.  

 

Image 2.1 

Set the properties of button. 
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Image 2.2 

Adding the Action to Run Macro 
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Image 2.3 

Add the name of the Macro as per the area highlighted in yellow in above image. 
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Image 3: 

Click on the button and the macro would execute and the reloading process would begin, and 

would reload all three files sequentially and save them. 

Once reloading completes you will be able to use the application with the latest data in it. 

 

** Please note this enhanced reload uses macros and is intended to be used in the development 

phase of the application. 
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Analysis: Comparison of Traditional & Enhanced Technique 
 

Experimenting the Traditional & Enhanced Reload approach, on a sample of 3 Qlikview 

applications (which includes one Extraction, one Data Model & One application qvw each).  

Below is the detailed analysis report for 3 samples 

Sample 
1 

Files MB Memory 

All 3 Qv' s together in RAM 711.421875 

One Qv With Macro (Enhanced) 426.9726563 

Difference in memory occupancy 284.4492188 

Memory Occupied by Enhanced (%) 60.01680174 

Memory Efficiency Increased by (%) 39.98319826 

   

Sample 
2 

Files MB Memory 

All 3 Qv' s together in RAM 422.7265625 

One Qv With Macro (Enhanced) 121.0664063 

Difference in memory occupancy 301.6601563 

Memory Occupied by Enhanced (%) 28.63941304 

Memory Efficiency Increased by (%) 71.36058696 

   

Sample 
3 

Files MB Memory 

All 3 Qv’ s together in RAM 703.6953125 

One Qv With Macro (Enhanced) 121.0664063 

Difference in memory occupancy 582.6289063 

Memory Occupied by Enhanced (%) 17.20437867 

Memory Efficiency Increased by (%) 82.79562133 

   

   

 

Overall Average Efficiency Increase 
(%) 64.71313552 

 

Thus the Enhanced approach of reloading renders ease to the developer as well as adds to the 

efficiency and better utilization of the systems. 

For a demo you may watch the video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrgMXzYYi8M  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrgMXzYYi8M

